Firemen soon came. Crowds appeared as though out of the ground and
men frantically tugged and pulled away at the senseless mass of brick and
beams to reach the moans for help of the workmen dying beneath them.
Soon white-faced women, silently crying, went about looking for hus-
bands, brothers or sons.
A sudden movement of alarm and scattering of the crowd startled him,
as someone pointed to a hand sticking out between chunks of brick-work
on which the crowd itself was standing. After pulling away bricks, finally
scarlet plaster, a mangled human being was drawn out—too late. One of
the sobbing women knelt over it on the grass. And so it went all day long
and far into the night.
The youth stayed for hours clinging to the iron fence that surrounded
the park, too heartsick to go away. Then he went home—ill. Dreamed of
it all that night and the next and the next. The horror of the scene has
never entirely left his consciousness and remains to prompt him to this
day.
Only outside walls were left standing. The interior columns had fallen
and the whole interior construction was a gigantic rubbish heap in the
basement.
The huge concrete piers in that basement, on which rested the interior
cast-iron columns supporting the floors and roof, had collapsed and let the
columns down. Of course that meant all the floors and interior walls as
well.
Architect Jones, good and conscientious architect, had made those piers
so excessively large that the contractor thought it no sin to wheel barrows
full of broken brick and stone into the hearts of them. They were found
rotten at the core where the columns stood. Poor Architect Jones! He was
now guilty of manslaughter—tried by a jury of his peers and condemned.
He never built another building. He was no kinsman, fortunately.
The University of Wisconsin had its beautiful situation on the hill by
Lake Mendota, but the life of the University then was not as it is now.
The herd of hungry students less by many thousands and more hungry.
The buildings were few and badly furnished. Nor were the professors
particularly able or distinguished. It was more like a high school to-day,
only less sophisticated than the modern high school. It had the airs,
dignitaries and dignities assumed by a university. But all values being
relative, it served then as it serves now.
In love with the grand gesture and in common with the others—he got
himself a black mortar-board with a beautiful red-silk tassel hanging over-
board: a pair of light-grey, skin-tight pants—in vogue then: toothpick
shoes. And he dressed and acted the part with his hair still rather too long
for it all. An incorrigible sentimentalist.
But his heart was never in this education. It never seemed to be for him.
Where was architecture in all this?
This 'education' meant nothing so much to him as a vague sort of
emotional distress, a sickening sense of fear—of what he could not say,
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